
Suitable for years 8+ 
 
The game is fast, fun and exciting. It can be played solo, two player or four players. Winner is the team with 
the highest total.  
 
A pen and paper can be used for simple scoring. As in normal cricket, each side has ten wickets.  
 
Keep track of number of runs scored for wickets lost. The use of an 'over' system is optional. Keep bowling 
until all ten wickets are lost. 
 
There are 6 dice that represent a different action in the game. 
 
3 will be used by the BOWLING side - RED = Bowling, GREEN = Fielding, WHITE = Umpire 
 
3 used by the BATTING side - YELLOW = Conservative stroke play, BLUE = Aggressive stroke play, BLACK = 
Runs 
 
Both players roll the RUNS die, highest roll decides who bats first. 
 
Order of play - Bowler rolls the RED die - 
 
'Clean Bowled' means a wicket has been taken. 
'No Ball' means a FREE HIT is given + 1 extra run. Play continues as normal - The BATSMAN can only be given 
out if a RUN OUT occurs as a result of HOWZAT? appeal or a successful Shot @ Stumps  
 
'Fast / Spin / Bouncer / Swing' means the ball is online with the stumps and BATSMAN must play. 
 
Batsman rolls the YELLOW or BLUE die – 
 
* The two styles of stroke play are optional on all deliveries. By choosing to play Conservatively, the FIELDING 
die will never be used, but a boundary will never be scored. The BLUE die is risk versus reward. A boundary 
will be hit or a fielding chance will occur 
 
YELLOW die - CONSERVATIVE STROKE PLAY 
'Hook Shot/Pull Shot/Cut Shot/Cover Drive' means the ball has been struck and has beaten the fielder.  
The RUNS die is rolled and added to the total. 
 
'Dot Ball' means a defensive shot has been played. No run can be scored. 
'HOWZAT' means an appeal has been made - use the UMPIRE die to determine if the player is given out. 
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BLUE die - AGGRESSIVE STROKE PLAY  
'Big Hit 6/Super Shot 4/4 Runs - boundaries have been struck - add runs to total. 
'In the air/Outside edge' - means the ball has been miss hit and the FIELDING die is to be played. 
'HOWZAT' means an appeal has been made - use the UMPIRE die to determine if the player is given out. 
 
Fielder rolls the GREEN die -  
'Thru the gap/Over the top/Dropped catch' means the ball has beaten the fielder and the RUNS die is played and 
added to total.  
'Classic Catch' means a spectacular catch has been taken. Wicket is dismissed. 
'Fielded' means no run can be scored. 
'Shot @ Stumps' means a RUN OUT chance is available. Use the UMPIRE die to roll RUN OUT - if unsuccessful, 
the RUNS die is played and added to total. 
 
Umpire rolls the WHITE die -  
The umpire die is used for two outcomes - when HOWZAT appears on the YELLOW or BLUE dice: 
1st - 'NOT OUT' means an appeal has been denied. 
'LBW/Caught & Bowled/Run Out/Caught' means a wicket has been taken. 
 
2nd - 'SHOT @ STUMPS' appears on the GREEN die. The fielder must roll RUN OUT to dismiss the Batsman, 
otherwise RUNS are scored. 
Scoring rolls the BLACK die - Used to determine how many RUNS have been scored. 
 
 

ASHES EDITION – TEST MATCH RULES 
 
For a longer version of the game, play two innings.  You can also incorporate these additional rules. 
 
DECISION REVIEW SYSTEM. Each team is allowed 2 unsuccessful challenges per innings to reverse an OUT decision.  
 
The BATSMAN 
Any ‘CLEAN BOWLED’ can be overturned if the BATSMAN can successfully roll a ‘NO BALL’ on the RED die. 
Any ‘LBW / CAUGHT / CAUGHT&BOWLED / RUN OUT’ as a result of a ‘HOWZAT?’ appeal, can be overturned if the 
BATSMAN successfully rolls ‘NOT OUT’ on the UMPIRE die. 
 
The BOWLER 
Any ‘NOT OUT’ resulting from a HOWZAT? appeal, can be overturned if successfully rolling a nominated choice of 
dismissal. Ie – if the BOWLER nominates LBW, he has one roll of the UMPIRE die and must roll LBW.   
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